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Iacobucci HF, world leader in aero technology appliances, presents at the Design Week 2011
W|System, its innovative built‐in waste compactor system developed to compact huge
amount of waste in small dimensions.
Building on its engineering aerospace know‐how, quality craftsmanship and propriety technologies,
Iacobucci HF, the worldwide leader in manufacturing espresso machine and hi‐tech appliance for most
exclusive business jets, presents in Milano at the Design Week 2011, W|System the revolutionary built‐
in waste‐compacting system created specifically to resolve the problem of waste disposal.
The built‐in trash compactor, thanks to its small dimension is ideal for installation where the space is
limited and it allows to reduce waste volume by up 80%. Applying an electro‐mechanical system instead,
W|System combines two tons of compacting force with low‐level power consumption, performing the
highest standard of quality, efficiency and reliability. Made of high‐ resistant aluminium and using
specific water‐proof cartoon boxes it compacts in a hygienic way non organic waste including
aluminium, plastic, tetrapak and glass even champagne bottles and significantly reducing the waste
volume.
The system has been developed to compact huge amount of waste in small boxes. In line with eco‐
sustainable philosophy, the boxes are made 100% recyclable material. The system is predisposed for
differentiated waste disposal to environmental protection.
W|System can be installed in a specific furniture or under the kitchen sink. The modern design of the
perfectly integrated backlit touch‐control panel ensures easy functionality and operations even in total
darkness.
W|System is shown in the “Aprile” Kitchen on the Boffi’s showroom in Via Solferino.

W 302mm | H 635mm | D 499.5mm | 39.5 kg
BOX W 217mm | H 285 mm |D 379 mm
CONNECTION 28 Vdc/220 VAC or 115 VAC with external power supply | CONSUMPTION 300W

IACOBUCCI HF Electronics SpA is a company with a 30 years experience in development, production, certification
and maintenance of coffee machines, trash compactors and technologies appliance for the international aviation
market. The company serves and supplies the main airlines companies in the world and the most prestigious
business jet manufacturers. Among its extensive clientele, IACOBUCCi HF supplies clients such as Emirates,
Singapore Airlines, Lufthansa, AirFrance, Continental Airlines, Cathay Pacific Airways and the premier aircraft
builders, Airbus and Boeing. IACOBUCCI HF products have been installed on board of the most elegant private jets,
presidential and royal fleet including the American President one. In 2005, IACOBUCCI HF Electronics S.p.A. signed a
strategic partnership with Nespresso brand, part of the Nestlè Group and as a result, the company developed a
patented kit dedicated to the exclusive use of the new Nespresso Grand Cru, which guarantees the quality of the
real espresso taste on board airplanes. Today IACOBUCCI HF Electronics propose W|System, the innovative built‐in
waste compactor system developed to compact huge amount of waste in small dimensions also in the domestic
environmental.
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